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Global 500 telecom builds pan-Asian Network-as-a-Service architecture  
for carrier and enterprises with incredible efficiency gains

With OpenStack, Leading Asia Pacific Telecom 
Reduces Provisioning Time from Weeks to Seconds

The Business

A leading telecommunications and technology company based in the Asia 
Pacific region operates in more than countries, with 40,000 employees 
globally. The company’s solutions range from global connectivity, managed 
network services, cloud services, collaboration services, voice and mobile 
services and satellite and media services. The company’s enterprise 
services division provides IP networks and network applications services. 

Challenges

Most data center customers need to dynamically allocate bandwidth to 
efficiently provide the exact network resources required by every user 
at any given time. This is critical to minimize latency in applications with 
large volumes of fast-moving data and to maintain high end-to-end 
performance in bandwidth-intensive applications, such as video, gaming 
and other multimedia. Doing so across data centers is challenging, 
especially if the data centers are geographically distributed and separated 
by an ocean. 

With the rapid growth of cloud computing, carriers and enterprises 
are facing tremendous pressure to ensure reliable, high-performance 
networking services despite heavier traffic patterns and greater strain 
on network bandwidth for distributed computing operations. 

Like many telecom providers, the company had historically built out 
infrastructure that made provisioning a circuit for customers a multi-
week process that included manually setting up switches, routers and 
other equipment. Customers were becoming more savvy and demanded 
more speed — in tasks ranging from provisioning circuits to allocating 
bandwidth. 

INDUSTRY

• Telecommunications 

CHALLENGE

• Slash network provisioning time 

• Increase bandwidth provisioning 
flexibility 

• Improve user experience

SOLUTION

• Mirantis OpenStack distribution 

• Mirantis integration services 

• Programmable network controller 
from Sonus

BENEFITS

• Network provisioning reduced from 
weeks to seconds 

• User Commitments slashed from an 
year to an hour 

• Simple user experience

“We’re giving control back to customers to 
provision the bandwidth and virtual circuit 
in the way that meets their particular needs.”
—  VP of Product Architecture

CASE STUDY
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The telecom wanted to provide a flexible bandwidth solution 
utilizing SDN across multiple geographically distributed 
data centers to provide point-to-point connectivity between 
OpenStack clouds. They also needed deep expertise with 
on-demand SDN for OpenStack to shepherd a successful 
integration. After researching different options, distributions 
and comparing capabilities, the company selected Mirantis 
OpenStack, along with integration services from Mirantis.

Solution

Customers work from the network API, a self-service 
customer portal and a network control plane powered by 
Mirantis OpenStack using Fuel, to dynamically provision 
network connectivity and bandwidth by calling the API with 
automation tools. 

The company’s SDN platform provides Network-as-a-Service 
(NaaS) architecture to carriers and enterprises. The telecom 
can orchestrate multi-region application services in real 
time. Port-to-port connections can be provisioned in about 
four seconds, even between geographically distant data 
centers in different countries and continents. Carriers and 
enterprises can easily create a network of clouds throughout 
the Asia-Pacific region and the United States. 

Flow Parameters such as bandwidth, latency, and duration 
are easy to customize, with pricing shown in real time. 

“Traditionally, the carrier takes 15 to 20 days to provision 
a circuit. We would have cross-connects to put in, had to 
provision what’s in the middle, and had to get sales orders 
signed,” says the company’s VP of Product Architecture. 
With the new system, they can provision and deprovision 
circuits in seconds. 

Carriers and enterprises can now customize their own 
circuits on demand, instantaneously. For example, they 
can choose to decrease latency in a circuit for applications 

like high-frequency trading, VOIP or online gaming, which 
require fast response times; and to save costs, they can 
choose to increase for applications like email or bulk file 
transfer, which do not require the shortest route, almost 
on the fly. 

A key advantage is that customers can dynamically 
provision bandwidth only when needed, even in hour-
long increments, with pricing information in real time for 
different types of bandwidth. This flexibility especially 
benefits customers when using costlier bandwidth circuits 
for shorter transactions that might last only a few hours, 
such as workloads that burst large volumes of data in time-
critical windows. 

Traditional telecom providers usually require circuits to be 
provisioned for a period of at least 12 months, often leading 
to under-utilized or overpaid network capacity. “We’re giving 
control back to customers to provision the bandwidth and 
virtual circuit in the way that meets their particular needs,” 
says the company’s VP of Product Architecture. 

The service also brings the financial benefits of highly-
granular SLAs with just-in-time provisioning, bandwidth 
calendaring, and automatic path recalculation and failover. 
These capabilities enable “intelligent provisioning” of 
expensive WAN links between data centers and countries 
to ensure they are always fully utilized and monetized via 
software control of data flows associated with tiered SLAs 
between OpenStack clouds. 

The service is available in more than 10 data centers in five 
countries in the Asia-Pacific region as well as the United 
States, and will eventually expand to all of the company’s 
interconnected data centers across the Asia-Pacific region.


